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AbstrAct
With the rapid development of smart termi-

nals and infrastructures, as well as diversified 
applications (e.g., virtual and augmented reality, 
remote surgery and holographic projection) with 
colorful requirements, current networks (e.g., 4G 
and upcoming 5G networks) may not be able to 
completely meet quickly rising traffic demands. 
Accordingly, efforts from both industry and aca-
demia have already been put to the research 
on 6G networks. Recently, artificial intelligence 
(AI) has been utilized as a new paradigm for the 
design and optimization of 6G networks with a 
high level of intelligence. Therefore, this article 
proposes an AI-enabled intelligent architecture 
for 6G networks to realize knowledge discovery, 
smart resource management, automatic network 
adjustment and intelligent service provisioning, 
where the architecture is divided into four lay-
ers: intelligent sensing layer, data mining and 
analytics layer, intelligent control layer and smart 
application layer. We then review and discuss the 
applications of AI techniques for 6G networks 
and elaborate how to employ the AI techniques 
to efficiently and effectively optimize the network 
performance, including AI-empowered mobile 
edge computing, intelligent mobility and hando-
ver management, and smart spectrum manage-
ment. We highlight important future research 
directions and potential solutions for AI-enabled 
intelligent 6G networks, including computation 
efficiency, algorithms robustness, hardware devel-
opment and energy management.

IntroductIon
Wireless networks have evolved from the first gen-
eration (1G) networks to the upcoming/recent 
fifth generation (5G) networks with various atten-
tions like data rate, end-to-end latency, reliability, 
energy efficiency, coverage, and spectrum utiliza-
tion. According to the International Telecommuni-
cation Union (ITU), 5G networks have three main 
types of usage scenarios: enhanced mobile broad-
band (eMBB), ultra-reliable and low latency com-
munication (URLLC) and massive machine-type 
communications (mMTC) to account for support-
ing diverse services [1, 2]. In that regard, tech-
nologies including millimeter-wave (mmWave), 
massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), 
device-to-device (D2D) technologies, and so on, 
are employed to provide users with better quality 
of service (QoS) and quality of experience (QoE), 
as well as improve the network performance [1, 

2], where QoS is a description of the overall per-
formance of a service while QoE is a measure-
ment of the delight or annoyance of a device’s 
experiences with a service.

While 5G networks are being deployed, peo-
ple from both the industry and academia have 
already paid attention to the research on 6G net-
works [3–7], where 6G networks are expected 
to effectively support high-quality services, new 
emerging applications (e.g., virtual and aug-
mented reality, remote surgery, and holograph-
ic projection) and unlimited connectivity for the 
massive number of smart terminals. For instance, 
the references [3] and [4] discussed the roadmap 
toward 6G networks along with requirements, 
enabling techniques and architectures.

Different from previous generation networks, 
6G networks will be required to revolutionize 
themselves by realizing intelligence to meet more 
stringent requirements and demands for the intel-
ligent information society of 2030, which include 
[3–6]: ultrahigh data rates, a peak data rate of 
at least 1 Tb/s and a user-experienced data rate 
of 1 Gb/s; ultralow latency, less than 1 ms end-
to-end delay, even 10–100 s; ultrahigh reliability, 
about 1–10–9; high energy efficiency (EE), on the 
order of 1 pJ/b; very high mobility, up to 1000 
km/h; massive connection, up to 107 devices/
km2 and traffic capacity of up to 1 Gbs/m2; large 
frequency bands (e.g., 1THz-3THz); connected 
intelligence with AI capability.

Furthermore, in order to support near-instant 
and seamless super-connectivity, an integrated 
space-air-ground-underwater network (ISAGUN) 
will be the core potential architecture of 6G net-
works [6, 8], as shown in Fig. 1, where ISAGUN 
mainly consists of the following four tiers:
• Space-network tier deploys low Earth orbit, 

medium Earth orbit, and geostationary Earth 
orbit satellites [8] to provide orbit or space 
services for unserved areas which are not 
covered by ground networks.

• Air-network tier employs various aerial plat-
forms including unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAVs), airships, and balloons associated 
with flying base stations (BSs) to support 
flexible and reliable wireless connectivity for 
remote areas or urgent events.

• Ground-network tier is the main solution for 
supporting diverse services for a massive 
number of devices. In order to satisfy various 
services, this layer mainly exploits low-fre-
quency, microwave, mmWave, visible light 
and Terahertz (THz) bands for 6G networks.
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• Underwater-network tier aims to provide 
underwater communication connectivi-
ty, observation and monitoring services for 
broad-sea and deep-sea activities.
According to the former evolution rules of 

networks, initial 6G networks will be mainly sup-
ported by the existing 5G infrastructures, such as 
the architectures of SDN, NFV and network slic-
ing (NS). However, compared with 5G networks, 
6G networks require to support the above men-
tioned stringent requirements (e.g., ultrahigh 
data rates, ultralow latency, ultrahigh reliability, 
and seamless connectivity). At the same time, 
the development of 6G networks (ISATUN) has 
large dimension, high complexity, dynamicity 
and heterogeneity characteristics. All the above 
mentioned issues call for a new architecture that 
is flexible, adaptive, agile and intelligent. Artifi-
cial intelligence (AI) [7, 9], with strong learning 
ability, powerful reasoning ability and intelligent 
recognition ability, allows the architecture of 
6G networks to learn and adapt itself to sup-
port diverse services accordingly without human 
intervention. In [5], AI-enabled techniques were 
applied to achieve network intelligentization, 
closed-loop optimization and intelligent wireless 
communication for 6G networks. Kato et al. [8] 
used deep learning to optimize the performance 
of Space-Air-Ground Integrated networks, and 
showed how to employ deep learning to select 
most suitable paths for satellite networks. Fur-
thermore, deep reinforcement learning (DRL) 
was adopted to preserve reliable wireless con-
nectivity for UAVs-enabled networks by learning 
the environment dynamics [10], and simulation 
demonstrated that DRL significantly outperforms 
conventional methods. Hence, it is promising to 
adopt AI to 6G networks to optimize the net-
work architecture and improve the network per-
formance.

Although the references [5, 7, 8] applied 
AI to enable intelligent wireless networks, 
they did not investigate how to systematically 
sense data from environments, analyze collect-
ed data, and then apply the discovered knowl-
edge to optimize network performance for 6G. 
Hence, in this article, an AI-enabled intelligent 
architecture for 6G networks is presented to 
realize smart resource management, automat-
ic network adjustment and intelligent service 
provisioning with a high level of intelligence, 
where the architecture consists of four layers: 
sensing layer, data mining and analytics layer, 
control layer and application layer. The pro-
posed architecture is capable of intelligently 
extracting valuable information from massive 
data, learning and supporting different functions 
for self-configuration, self-optimization, and 
self-healing in 6G networks, in order to tackle 
optimized physical layer design, complicated 
decision making, network management and 
resource optimization tasks. Based on AI-en-
abled intelligent 6G networks, we introduce the 
applications of AI techniques in the context of 
AI-empowered mobile edge computing, intelli-
gent mobility and handover management, and 
smart spectrum management. After that, we 
discuss important future research directions for 
AI-enabled 6G intelligent networks. Finally, we 
conclude this article.

AI-EnAblEd IntEllIgEnt 6g nEtworks
The development of 6G networks will be large- 
scale, multi-layered, highly complex, dynamic, 
and heterogeneous. In addition, 6G networks 
need to support seamless connectivity and guar-
antee diverse QoS requirements of the huge 
number of devices, as well as process a large 
amount of data generated from physical envi-
ronments. AI techniques with powerful analy-
sis ability, learning ability, optimizing ability 
and intelligent recognition ability, which can 
be employed into 6G networks to intelligent-
ly carry out performance optimization, knowl-
edge discovery, sophisticated learning, structure 
organization and complicated decision making. 
With the help of AI, we present an AI-enabled 
intelligent architecture for 6G networks which is 
mainly divided into four layers: intelligent sens-
ing layer, data mining and analytics layer, intelli-
gent control layer and smart application layer, as 
shown in Fig. 2. This four-layer bottom-up archi-
tecture can clearly serve as a transparent bridge 
between the physical world (with general physi-
cal/virtual things, objects, resources, and so on) 
and social world (with human demand, social 
behavior, and so on).

Here, we first introduce some common AI 
techniques as follows. AI techniques subsume 
multi-disciplinary techniques including machine 
learning (supervised learning, unsupervised 
learning and reinforcement learning), deep 
learning, optimization theory, game theory, 
and meta-heuristics [9]. Among them, machine 
learning and deep learning are the most pop-
ular AI subfields which are widely adopted in 
wireless networks. 

FIGURE 1. The typical architecture of 6G network (ISAGUN). V2X: vehicle to 
everything; VLC: visible light communication; RAN: radio access networks; 
SDN: software-defined networking; NFV: network function virtualization; 
PHY: physical layer; MAC: medium access control. Note: The objective 
of ISAGUN is to extremely broad coverage and seamless connectivity for 
space, airborne, ground, and underwater areas, such as flight in the sky, 
ship at sea, monitoring at remote areas or vehicles on land. As a result, 
human activity will dramatically expand from the ground to air, space, and 
deep sea. At the same time, centralized and edge computing are deployed 
at RAN with SND and NFV to provide powerful computational processing 
and massive data acquisition for ISAGUN.
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supErvIsEd lEArnIng
Supervised learning uses a set of exclusive labeled 
data to build the learning model (also called train-
ing), which is broadly divided into classification 
and regression subfields. Classification analysis 
aims to assign a categorical label to every input 
sample, which mainly includes decision trees 
(DT), support vector machine (SVM) and K-near-
est neighbors (KNN). Regression analysis contains 
support vector regression (SVR) and Gaussian 
process regression (DPR) algorithms, and it esti-
mates or predicts continuous values based on the 
input statistical features.

unsupErvIsEd lEArnIng
The task of unsupervised learning is to discov-
er hidden patterns as well as extract the useful 
features from unlabeled data, and it is generally 
divided into clustering and dimension reduction. 
Clustering seeks to group a set of samples into dif-
ferent clusters according to their similarities, and 
it mainly includes K-means clustering and hierar-
chical clustering algorithms. Dimension reduction 
transforms a high-dimensional data space into a 
low-dimensional space without losing much useful 
information. Principal component analysis (PCA) 
and isometric mapping (ISOMAP) are two classic 
dimension reduction algorithms.

rEInforcEmEnt lEArnIng (rl)
In RL, each agent learns to map situations to 
actions and makes suitable decisions on which 
actions to take through interacting with the envi-
ronment, so as to maximize a long term reward. 
Classic RL algorithms include Markov decision 
process (MDP), Q-learning, policy learning, actor 
critic (AC), DRL and multi-armed bandit (MRB).

dEEp lEArnIng
Deep learning is an AI function that realizes the 
working of the human brain in understanding the 
data representations and creating patterns based 
on artificial neural networks. It consists of mul-

tiple layers of neurons, and the learning model 
can be supervised, semi-supervised and unsuper-
vised. Classic deep learning algorithms include 
deep neural network (DNN), convolutional neural 
network (CNN), recurrent neural network (RNN), 
and long short-term memory (LSTM).

IntEllIgEnt sEnsIng lAyEr
Generally, sensing and detection are the most 
primitive tasks in 6G networks, where 6G net-
works tend to intelligently sense and detect the 
data from physical environments via enormous 
devices (e.g., cameras, sensors, vehicles, drones 
and smartphones) or crowds of human beings. 
AI-enabled sensing and detecting are capable 
of intelligently collecting the large amounts of 
dynamic, diverse and scalable data by directly 
interfacing the physical environment, mainly 
including radio-frequency utilization identifica-
tion, environment monitoring, spectrum sens-
ing, intrusion detection, interference detection, 
and so on.

It is worth noting that highly accurate sensing, 
real-time sensing and robust sensing are of great 
interest, since 6G networks need to support ultra-
high reliability and ultralow latency communica-
tion services. In addition, dynamic 6G networks 
lead to spectrum characteristic uncertainty, which 
entails great difficulty in robust and accurate sens-
ing. AI techniques can realize accurate, real-time 
and robust spectrum sensing, where fuzzy SVM 
and nonparallel hyperplane SVM are robust to the 
environment uncertainties, CNN based cooper-
ative sensing can improve sensing accuracy with 
low complexity, the combination of K-means clus-
tering and SVM is capable of achieving real-time 
sensing by training low-dimensional input samples, 
and Bayesian learning can address large-scale het-
erogeneous sensing problems by tackling hetero-
geneous data fusion.

For example, in 6G networks, spectrum sens-
ing is an important technique to improve the 
spectrum usage efficiency and address spectrum 

FIGURE 2. The architecture of AI-enabled intelligent 6G networks.
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scarcity problems. However, spectrum sensing in 
large-scale 6G networks is very challenging since 
a massive number of devices aim to sense spec-
trum simultaneously, and the massive spectrum 
usage detections lead to high-dimensional search 
problems. In this case, AI technologies can be 
applied to identify the spectrum characteristics, 
and intelligently establish suitable training mod-
els to sense spectrum working status. In detail, 
AI-enabled learning models (e.g., SVM and 
DNN) detect the spectrum working status by 
categorizing each feature vector (spectrum) into 
either of two classes, namely, the “spectrum idle 
class” and “spectrum buy class,” and adaptively 
update the leaning models based on dynamic 
environments.

dAtA mInIng And AnAlytIcs lAyEr
This layer is a core task that aims to process 
and analyze the massive amounts of raw data 
generated from the huge number of devices 
in 6G networks, and achieve semantic deriva-
tion and knowledge discovery. The massive col-
lected data from physical environments may be 
heterogeneous, nonlinear, and high dimension-
al, so data mining and analytics can be applied 
in 6G networks to address the challenges of 
processing the massive amount of data, as well 
as to analyze the collected data toward knowl-
edge discovery.

On the one hand, it is costly to transmit or 
store the massive raw data in dense networks. 
Hence, it is necessary to reduce data dimension 
of the raw data, filter abnormal data, and finally 
achieve a more reasonable dataset. AI-based data 
mining, such as PCA and ISOMAP, are two com-
mon AI algorithms which can help 6G networks 
to transform higher-dimensional data into a low-
er-dimensional subspace [7], which dramatically 
decreases the computing time, storage space and 
model complexity. For example, the massive col-
lected channel information, traffic flows, images 
and videos from sensors, devices or social media 
are high-dimensional data, which can be com-
pressed into a small set of useful variables of the 
raw data by using PCA or ISOMAP. In addition 
to the collected data from physical environments 
also exist abnormal data (e.g., interference, incom-
plete and useless data), which can be filtered by 
utilizing PCA or ISOMAP.

On the other hand, data analytics is respon-
sible for intelligently analyzing the collected 
data to discover useful information and form 
valuable knowledge. In 6G networks, mas-
sive data are collected from physical environ-
ment, cyber world, and social network which 
contain valuable information and meaningful 
features. Data analytics has brought us an 
excellent opportunity to understand the essen-
tial characteristics of wireless networks, and 
achieve more clear and in-depth knowledge of 
the behavior of 6G networks, finally valuable 
patterns or rules can be discovered as knowl-
edge to provide suitable solutions for resource 
management, protocol adaptation, architecture 
slicing, cloud computing, signal processing, 
and so on. For instance, based on the discov-
ered knowledge, ISAGUN is able to efficiently 
understand the mobility patterns of UAVs in 
the sky, establish the channel path loss model 

of satellite-ground link, and predict the device 
behavior in ground networks.

IntEllIgEnt control lAyEr
Briefly, intelligent control layer mainly consists 
of learning, optimization, and decision-making, 
where this layer utilizes the appropriate knowl-
edge from lower layers to enable massive agents 
(e.g., devices and BSs) to smartly learn, optimize 
and choose the most suitable actions (e.g., power 
control, spectrum access, routing management, 
and network association), with dual functions to 
support diverse services for social networks. Such 
function is realized by applying AI techniques in 
6G networks, where each agent is equipped with 
an intelligent brain (learning model) to automati-
cally learn to make decisions by itself.

Learning is the process of utilizing or modi-
fying existing knowledge and experience to 
improve the behavior of each device or service 
center, so that 6G networks can intelligently 
realize optimal network slicing, end-to-end PHY 
design, edge computing, resource management, 
heterogeneous network design and so on accord-
ing to different requirements of applications. 
Intelligence is the important characteristic of 6G 
networks, where the combination of AI and 6G 
networks can learn to achieve self-configuration, 
self-optimization, self-organization and self-heal-
ing, finally increasing the feasibility level. For 
instance, post-massive multiple-input multiple-out-
put (PM-MIMO) will be employed in 6G networks 
to support hundreds or thousands of transmit/
receive antennas with mmWave or THz transmis-
sions [4]. How to achieve optimal energy-efficient 
beamforming variables and mitigate RF nonlin-
earities is challenging. An RNN-based solution 
has the ability to capture the nonlinearities of RF 
components, where RNN learns the nonlinearities 
of power amplifier arrays and optimizes minimal 
transmitted power levels at transmitters [11].

The task of optimization is to run a determin-
istic and rule-based network with parameter opti-
mization based on global objectives (e.g., QoS, 
QoE, connectivity, and coverage). Traditional opti-
mization algorithms (e.g., Lagrangian duality and 
gradient methods) have heavy mathematical mod-
els which may not be suitable for 6G networks, 
since 6G networks will be significantly dynamic 
and complex. In AI-enabled intelligent 6G net-
works, network parameters and architectures can 
be optimized through AI techniques instead of 
traditional tedious computation. AI techniques 
provide the best opportunity to train auto-learning 
models to realize network optimization for 6G 
wireless networks, allowing providers or operators 
to optimize the network parameters, resources or 
architectures to better adapt services for devic-
es, finally make 6G networks become intelligent, 
agile, and able to adapt themselves. For instance, 
deep learning can enable SDN/NFV into an intel-
ligent network architecture with fast learning, 
quick adaptation and self-healing, which is capa-
ble of quickly optimizing network parameters and 
architectures to achieve intelligent softwarization, 
cloudization, virtualization, and slicing.

Decision-making is an important cognitive task 
that enables massive agents to intelligently rea-
son, plan, and choose the most suitable decisions 
to meet the high-quality service requirements. 
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In decision-making, each agent simultaneously 
attempts to obtain the new knowledge of other 
machines (called “exploration”) and select the 
global actions with the highest benefit based on 
existing knowledge (called “exploitation”). The 
objective of decision-making is common in 6G 
networks, for example, selecting the optimal pre-
coding variables in mmWave or THz transceiver 
systems, choosing the suitable routing strategy 
for dynamic ISAGUN, and selecting the flexible 
spectrum management framework for massive 
multi-access scenario, all these decision-making 
issues can be effectively achieved by using AI 
techniques (e.g., MDP, game theory, RL, and opti-
mization theory). 

smArt ApplIcAtIon lAyEr
The main responsibilities of this layer are deliver-
ing application specific services to human beings 
according to their colorful requirements, as well 
as evaluating the provisioned services before 
feedbacking the evaluation results to the intel-
ligence process. Intelligent programming and 
management can be achieved by the impetus 
of AI to support more various high-level smart 
applications, such as automated services, smart 
city, smart industry, smart transportation, smart 
grid and smart health, and handle global man-
agement relevant to all smart type applications. 
All the activities of smart devices, terminals and 
infrastructures in 6G networks are also managed 
by the smart application layer through the AI 
techniques to realize network self-organization 
ability.

Another objective of this layer is to evaluate 
the service performance, where lots of consid-

erations and factors can be involved, such as 
QoS, QoE, quality of collected data, and quality 
of learned knowledge. At the same time, the cost 
dimension metric in terms of resource efficiency 
is also required to be taken into account, such as 
spectrum utilization efficiency, computational effi-
ciency, energy efficiency and storage efficiency. 
All the above mentioned evaluation metrics can 
be utilized to improve intelligent resource man-
agement, automatic network slicing, and smart 
service provisioning. 

ArtIfIcIAl IntEllIgEncE tEchnIquEs for  
6g nEtworks

In this section, we will elaborate how the AI tech-
niques grant preliminary intelligence for 6G net-
works in terms of AI-empowered mobile edge 
computing, intelligent mobility and handover 
management, and smart spectrum management.

AI-EmpowErEd mobIlE EdgE computIng
Mobile edge computing (MEC) will be an import-
ant enabling technology for the emerging 6G 
networks, where MEC can provide computing, 
management and analytics facilities inside RAN  
or SDN in close proximity to various devices. In 
MEC networks, the decision making optimiza-
tion, knowledge discovery and pattern learning 
are sophisticated due to the multi-dimensional, 
randomly uncertain, and dynamic characteristics. 
Hence, traditional algorithms (e.g., Lagrangian 
duality) may face the limitation in such complex 
networks. AI techniques can extract valuable 
information from collected data, learning and 
supporting different functions for optimization, 

FIGURE 3. The framework of AI-empowered MEC.
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prediction, and decision in MEC [12]. Figure 3 
shows the framework of AI-empowered mobile 
edge computing, which consists of central cloud 
computing and edge computing.

In edge computing servers, due to the limit-
ed capability, lightweight AI algorithms can be 
utilized to provide smart applications for edge 
scenarios (e.g., transportation and agriculture), 
as shown in Fig. 3b. For example, RL-based edge 
computing resource management is a mod-
el-free scheme which does not need historical 
knowledge and it can be used to learn the envi-
ronment dynamics and make suitable control 
decisions in real-time [13]. In the RL framework, 
at each step, after obtaining the state (e.g., device 
mobility, requirement dynamics, and resource 
condition) by interacting with environments, the 
possible resource management solutions (e.g., 
energy management, resource allocation, and 
task scheduling) are contained in the set of pos-
sible actions. Each RL agent (e.g., device or ser-
vice center) selects the best action from a set of 
possible actions or chooses one action randomly 
to maximize its reward, where the reward can be 
determined by data rate, latency, reliability, and 
so on.

In the central cloud server, since it has pow-
erful computation capability, complex central-
ized large-scale AI algorithms can be employed 
to provide various learning functions [12], as 
shown in Fig. 3a. For instance, as service applica-
tions in MEC networks are diverse and dynamic, 
AI-based classification can be used to efficiently 
customize traffic flow decisions for various ser-
vice features. In addition, MEC server association 
can be obtained by AI-based cluster instead of 
individual decision, which will be more effective 
to reduce a number of participants greatly. The 
central cloud server may receive massive data 
from edge computing servers and the data need 
to be trained to automatically extract features and 
discover knowledge. In this case, deep learning 
can be adopted to train computational models to 
achieve service recognition, traffic and behavior 
prediction, security detection, and so on. In com-
plex and dynamic MEC networks, the mapping 
between resource management decisions and the 
effect on the physical environments is not easy to 
be analytically defined. DRL can be adopted to 

search the optimal resource management policy 
under high-dimensional observation spaces. Expe-
rience replay is also adopted in DRL to utilize the 
historical knowledge to improve learning efficien-
cy and accuracy, allowing the MEC to support 
high-quality services for edge devices.

IntEllIgEnt mobIlIty And hAndovEr mAnAgEmEnt
Mobility and handover management are prob-
ably the two most challenging issues of 6G net-
works, since 6G networks will be highly dynamic, 
multi-layer, and large-dimensional, leading to fre-
quent handovers. AI techniques can be adopted 
to intelligently achieve mobility prediction and 
optimal handover solutions to guarantee commu-
nication connectivity [8, 10]. 

For example, UAV communications will be 
integrated into 6G networks, and the high-speed 
mobility of UAVs may lead to frequent hando-
vers. In addition, the diverse service requirements 
in terms of high data rate, high reliability and 
low latency increase the difficulty in processing 
efficient handover. At the same time, the high 
mobility of devices and UAVs results in uncer-
tainties of their locations. One of the AI technolo-
gies, namely, DRL (DRL combines DL with RL to 
learn itself from experience), is capable of solv-
ing complex decision-making tasks, which learns 
to optimize the handover strategies in real-time 
by exhibiting dynamic temporal mobility behav-
iors of devices or UAVs in an online manner, 
while minimizing the transmission latency and 
guaranteeing reliable wireless connectivity [10]. 
Fig. 4 shows the context of intelligent mobility 
and handover management based on DRL for 
UAV-enabled networks, where each UAV can be 
regarded as a learning agent to learn manage-
ment policy by interacting with its environments. 
Each agent senses the environment states (e.g., 
link quality, current location, and velocity) and 
discovers the most suitable actions (e.g., mobility 
and handover parameters) to obtain the greatest 
reward, where the reward can be determined 
by communication connectivity, latency, capaci-
ty and so on. In the DRL framework, UAVs can 
learn how to move and handover automatically 
and robustly, how to reduce the latency and the 
handover failure probability, finally provide better 
services for ground devices.

FIGURE 4. DRL in the context of mobility and handover management. Note: mobility and handover parame-
ters include BS association, spectrum access, and trajectory [10].
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6G networks need to meet high-speed mobili-
ty and delay-sensitive requirements of vehicles in 
large-scale vehicular networks, so efficient mobil-
ity management is a key evaluation to satisfy reli-
ability, continuity and low latency requirements of 
vehicular communications. Deep learning (such 
as RNN and ANN) based predictive mobility man-
agement and fuzzy Q-learning based handover 
parameter optimization can learn the mobility pat-
terns of high-speed vehicular users, which can 
effectively void frequent handovers, handover 
failures or connectivity failures [14]. In addition, 
LSTM is also a powerful AI tool for solving hando-
ver problems, as it exploits both the previous and 
future mobility contexts of vehicles for learning 
a sequence of future time-dependent movement 
states, finally predict vehicles’ trajectories to opti-
mize handover parameters to avoid frequent han-
dovers.

IntEllIgEnt spEctrum mAnAgEmEnt
6G networks utilize different spectrum bands 
(e.g., low radio frequency, mmWave, THz, 
and visible light spectrum) to support high 
data rates, as shown in Fig. 5a. When a mas-
sive number of devices are involved in 6G 
networks to require spectrum assignment, 
AI-enabled spectrum management is capable of 
intelligently supporting massive connectivities 
and diverse services, as shown in Fig. 5. The 
AI-enabled learning framework constrains three 
layer manners, namely input layer, hidden or 
training layer and output layer, as shown in Fig. 

5b, where the framework first modules input 
massive spectrum datasets in different radio 
contexts [15]. It then trains the hidden layers 
by comprehensively analyzing the characteris-
tics of current or previous spectrum utilization 
information and discovers meaningful spectrum 
usage characteristics. Finally, the most suitable 
spectrum management strategies are provided 
in the output layer in real-time to support mas-
sive connectivities for devices.

The learning framework also constrains an 
offline training model that the trained mod-
els, past experience and developed rules can 
be stored to smoothly realize online spectrum 
management decisions. With the help of AI tech-
niques, different spectrum bands can be smartly 
utilized for different types of traffic transmissions 
for satisfying colorful service requirements, such 
as visible light and THz bands can be exploit-
ed for high-capacity transmissions with large 
bandwidth, while low-frequency bands can be 
assigned to broadcast short messages for satel-
lite-ground transmissions.

futurE rEsEArch dIrEctIons
AI can optimize the network performance based 
on its powerful learning ability and strong reason-
ing ability. In this section, we outline some future 
research topics and potential solutions for AI-en-
abled intelligent 6G networks.

computAtIon EffIcIEncy And AccurAcy
In 6G networks, the massive amounts of col-
lected data and complex network architectures 
pose challenges for AI-enabled learning and train-
ing process. In addition, the limited computing 
resources may be insufficient to process massive 
high-dimensional data to meet the training accura-
cy rate. Furthermore, deep learning generally has 
high computational complexity, which is prohib-
itively expensive. Hence, how to design efficient 
AI learning schemes to improve both the compu-
tation efficiency and accuracy pose a significant 
research challenge. Recently, residual networks, 
graphics processing, feature matching, and offline 
training are being considered as promising meth-
ods with high performance computing facilities 
for encouraging convergence speed, reducing 
complex computations, and improving training 
accuracy.

robustnEss, scAlAbIlIty, And flExIbIlIty of  
lEArnIng frAmEworks

As we mentioned above, 6G networks (e.g., 
vehicular networks and UAV-enabled networks) 
exhibit high dynamics in some facets, such as BS 
associations, wireless channels, network topolo-
gies, and mobility dynamics. In particular, devices 
or terminals who join or leave networks may have 
different QoS and QoE requirements. All these 
mentioned uncertainties in dynamic networks call 
for ongoing updates of parameters of AI learning 
algorithms. Great robustness, scalability and flex-
ibility of learning frameworks are crucial aspects 
for supporting the potential unbounded number 
of interacting entities and providing high-quality 
services in real-world dynamic networks. Thus, 
how to design robust, scalable, and flexible learn-
ing frameworks for 6G networks is still an open 
issue. 

FIGURE 5. Deep learning-based flexible spectrum management framework. 
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hArdwArE dEvElopmEnt
The corresponding hardware development is very 
challenging when designing 6G networks. On 
the one hand, hardware components have high 
energy consumption and expensive cost when 
they work at mmWave and THz bands. On the 
other hand, some devices/terminals have limited 
storage and computing energy. Despite the ben-
efits of AI learning algorithms in terms of learning 
and recognition ability, they usually require high 
computational complexity, power consumption, 
and sufficient computing resources. Hence, col-
laboration among hardware components and AI 
learning algorithms need to be advocated, which 
needs significant research efforts. It is worth not-
ing that graphics processing unit (GPU) is suitable 
for learning computation as it can effectively han-
dle matrix computations, and transfer learning-en-
abled intelligent communications that can adapt 
to different hardware constraints by transferring 
one learning framework to other hardware com-
ponents.

EnErgy mAnAgEmEnt
In 6G networks, some devices located on the 
ground can be charged by power stations, but 
undersea, air, and space infrastructures as well 
as some sensors cannot be connected to power 
stations. Moreover, 6G networks also need to 
flexibly connect the massive number of smart 
low-power devices. In this case, advanced ener-
gy management schemes become very critical 
in 6G networks. AI techniques have the ability 
to help these infrastructures and devices to opti-
mize energy management strategy by intelligently 
managing their energy consumption or harvest-
ing energy (e.g., energy harvesting and wireless 
power transfer), hence increase the usage time. 
Therefore, energy management is an important 
but challenging topic for 6G networks.

conclusIon
In this article, we have proposed an AI-enabled 
intelligent architecture for 6G networks by uti-
lizing AI techniques, with the purpose of smartly 
supporting diverse services, optimizing network 
performance and guaranteeing seamless con-
nectivity. We then presented some AI-enabled 
applications for addressing different aspects of 6G 
networks deployment and management, including 
AI-empowered mobile edge computing, intelli-
gent mobility and handover management, and 
smart spectrum management. Finally, we high-
lighted several promising research directions and 
potential solutions for 6G networks.
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